Technological Advancements to Manage an Ancient Disease: Tracheal Stenosis
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Tracheal stenosis (TS) represents an ancient medical disease that has transformed in its etiology and management with the advancement of technology. Pre-1930, TS was seen predominantly in pediatric diseases and infections such as diphtheria, syphilis, and tuberculosis [1]. Traumatic causes of TS became more common with the popularity of automobiles after the 1920’s. Further technological advancement in the 1970’s with mechanical ventilation made iatrogenic causes from prolonged intubation the most common cause of TS.

The development of endoscopic management of TS was initially slow, but grew rapidly with advancing technology. In 1897, Gustav Killian performed the first reported rigid bronchoscopy for a foreign body extraction [2]. It would be another century before Chevalier Jackson, developed rigid bronchoscopy and tools for TS in the 1920’s [3]. Jackson refused to patent his tools to allow for widespread usage of a novel technology during his time. Another half a century would pass till Shigeto Ikeda developed the first flexible bronchoscope in 1966, which allowed for a more widespread method to diagnose TS. For the first time, non-surgeons were directly involved in the management of TS. The time interval for development of new techniques for endoscopic TS treatment would come in shorter intervals with the development of silicone tracheal stents by Jena Francois Dumon and the birth of a new field called, interventional pulmonology [4]. Over this past decade we have seen even more options available for the management of tracheal stenosis.

The advent of the field of Interventional Pulmonology has coincided with tracheal stenosis management. Specialized medical centers in interventional pulmonology have developed across the country offering endoscopic management of tracheal stenosis with a multi-disciplinary approach across specialties such as interventional pulmonology, thoracic surgery, radiology, anesthesia, and ENT. A disease once elusive with limited treatment options have become a disease with options including long term endoscopic treatment or endoscopic treatment as a bridge to various surgical options. In addition, the field of interventional pulmonology has brought clinical research and awareness to the main stream pulmonary community through its own development as a sub-specialty.

In this issue of Pulmonary and Respiratory Medicine, there are several articles discussing current endoscopic treatments for tracheal stenosis. While nobody can predict the future, developments in endoscopic treatment will be likely to occur in an even shorter time interval.
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